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B E ATA H E U M A N

CLEMENTS DESIGN

“The best design combines form and function with personality,”

In the annals of design history, husband-and-wife collaborators

says the bubbly Heuman, a native Swede trained in the

are not uncommon, but a mother-and-son team is rare indeed.

office of British style mandarin Nicky Haslam, who describes

Kathleen and Tommy Clements have built their powerhouse

her mischievous, family-friendly aesthetic as combining “a

interior-design firm by crafting richly layered, finely curated,

Scandinavian attention to detail with the desire to create

and eminently livable homes for many of the brightest

something original and characterful.”

luminaries in the notoriously fickle world of entertainment.

Bespoke furnishings (think a bed perched atop white-wood

Their star-studded client list includes Ellen DeGeneres

lion’s paws) meet fabrics and wallpaper of decidedly mirthful

and Portia de Rossi; Bruno Mars; Jennifer Lawrence; Adam

mien (a dining room appears to be encased entirely in

Levine and Behati Prinsloo; Scooter and Yael Braun; and Kris

penciled doodles) in fresh-faced rooms that Heuman conjures

Jenner. Whether they’re working on a neo-Palladian villa or

up from Nantucket, Massachusetts, to Hamburg, Germany. A

a sleek, modern mansion, the Clementses apply the same

burgeoning line of idiosyncratic, craftsman-made home furnishings is gaining steam - her Dodo Egg Light, which

straightforward, unpretentious design philosophy: “Don’t

resembles a large egg crossed with a pineapple, has become a cognoscenti favorite - and 2021 will see a book

overthink it.”

published about her interiors.
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MARTIN BRUDNIZKI
D E S I G N ST U D I O

V I RG I N I A T U P K E R
INTERIORS

The suave Brudnizki’s creative philosophy is simple: “Context,

During Virginia Tupker’s six-year tenure as home editor at

culture, and the client—the end result needs to be a response

Vogue, a coworker, the shoe designer Tabitha Simmons, turned

to how they want to live.” Lucky for the Stockholm-born

to her in a moment of desperation: Her house was empty, and

interior architect and designer, those admirers, from privacy-

she needed help. “It was a big job, but I said yes!” Tupker recalls.

conscious financial types to hospitality powerhouses such as

“And things took off from there.” Soon she left the magazine

Soho House, Rosewood Hotels & Resorts, and The Birley

to start designing full-time, appointing a string of homes for

Group, appreciate high style goosed with a significant dose

a new generation of tastemakers. She decorated a bohemian

of irreverent maximalism. His eye-popping 2018 revamp of

barn in Southampton in less than a month for Moda Operandi

Annabel’s, the legendarily louche London private club, features

cofounder Lauren Santo Domingo and dressed a dapper Upper

a disco with columns shaped like golden palm trees, a mirrored

East Side apartment for fashion writer Derek Blasberg (AD,

ladies lounge where the ceiling is blanketed with pink artificial peonies, and more trelliswork than at Château

March 2019). “It’s very word-of-mouth,” says the designer of her practice. But the projects keep rolling in, from a gut

de Versailles. “We treat every project as a collaboration, ensuring we don’t enforce a house style,” avers Brudnizki.

reno on the Upper East Side to an Airstream in the country decked out like a gypsy caravan. “Many of my clients
have a very distinct personal style,” she explains. “My job is to guide it.”
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MICHELLE
NUSSBAUMER DESIGN

DEBORAH BERKE
PA R T N E R S

Nussbaumer is the guru of the grand gesture—juicy palettes,

Deborah Berke Partners is a New York-based architecture

patterns that twist and shout, and a magpie array of influences

practice that for over thirty years has made true-to-place projects

given dazzling tribute in Wanderlust: Interiors That Bring

around the country and the world. Each member of their design

the World Home (Rizzoli), a punchy 2016 shot-across-the-

leadership possesses a deep and distinct area of expertise.

decorating-bow book that has become a cult favorite. “I never

Together they create projects with unprecedented programs and

worked for anyone before,” the high-style autodidact explains.

unexpected architectural expression. Over time, the team has

“I started out on my own.” In the decades that have followed,

built a wide range of experience in projects for colleges and

the globe- trotting Nussbaumer has made an international

universities, cultural institutions, private residences, boutique

splash from her perch in Dallas, where the epicenter of her

hotels, office and multifamily developments, and buildings for

empire is the phantasmagorical showroom Ceylon et Cie.

mission-driven clients.

Current projects range from a hacienda in San Antonio to a Georgian house in the Cotswolds to a neo-Mayan
residence in her home city, and she’s also worked her magic on Clarence House fabrics, Addison Weeks hardware,
and Exquisite Surfaces tile.
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NOZ DESIGN

M AT T H E W M O N R O E B E E S

“Life is more beautiful and more livable when nothing is

“A room doesn’t seem complete to me unless it has an English

perfect,” says Nozawa, who founded her firm, Noz Design, in

secretary,” says Bees (pictured at home). That being said, this star’s take

2014. “I like deliberate imperfection, deliberate asymmetry, and

on Anglo-American traditions is spirited rather than reverential. His

messing things up a bit.” Thus the marketing manager turned

debut room at Manhattan’s 2019 Kips Bay Designer Show House

interior designer takes clients’ homes and shakes them up,

turned heads with its hodgepodge of choice Southern antiques,

placing a mod cocktail table artfully off-center in one client’s

a contemporary abstract painting hung on a Gracie chinoiserie

living room or commissioning an artist to thickly apply gold

screen, and, of all things, a marijuana plant wrought in shining

liquid resin to a Bay Area parlor’s rust-orange walls and let

brass. “A lot of my clients are taking over their parents’ old houses

gravity take its course. (She is pictured in her own home.)

as Mom and Dad move to Kiawah, so I like to add edgier pieces

Non-Western design traditions are an aesthetic constant.

along with those camelback sofas, to add some punch and have

Communal heated kotatsu tables that Nozawa has seen on

some fun,” explains the Alabama native, who originally planned to

trips to her ancestral Japan (her family emigrated to California in the 1890s) are echoed in groovy conversation

attend law school and run for public office. Instead, he relocated to Charleston and opened a short-lived antiques shop

pits, while West African and East African objects and artifacts are infiltrating her eclectic vocabulary too. “I’m a

where the ever-changing decors launched his career. “I’d rather be thought of as a collector than a designer,” Bees adds.

huge nerd,” the designer says. “I hope I’m always bewildered by something.”

“We all like so much, so we put it all into a space and it works. And all colors can play nice together.”
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F O R B E S M AST E R S

GARRETT HUNTER

It could have been awkward. When Monet Masters (above,

It’s not surprising that Hunter’s office is located in one of the

left) hit a roadblock on her first big job, the client called in

modest gray houses that surround the Menil Collection. “I

Tavia Forbes as backup. Instead, the designers hit it off. “We

take a curatorial approach to my work, exploring affinities and

were about the same age, both Jamaican, and we both had this

tensions between centuries of fine and decorative arts,” says the

eclectic, quirky style,” recalls Masters, who soon returned the

Texas native (pictured in his Houston home). Guided by site

favor, helping Forbes complete a rush office design for a movie

and context, Hunter’s incisive eye lends a sense of history and

executive in just a week. By 2016, they were officially in business

gravitas to modern, white-box spaces while animating traditional

together, building an impressive list of clients (Real Housewives

rooms with a vivid, contemporary spirit. Five years ago, he

of Atlanta star Kandi Burruss, NFL players Josh Bynes and Bobby

opened Tienda X, an experimental Houston gallery of art and

Rainey) with bold, personality-driven interiors, among them a

design, with architect Michael Landrum, a frequent collaborator

glam, purple-lacquer karaoke room for Burruss’s poolhouse.

who shares his office. After moving the boutique a few years

And while the duo (pictured at an Atlanta project) still accepts those one-off room jobs that launched their career -

later to Austin, where much of their work is located, Hunter and Landrum recently transplanted Tienda X from the

since February they’ve booked these short-lead projects via the digital platform Decorist - they now have a handful of

Lone Star State to a 1920s early Regency-style residence in the Whitley Heights neighborhood of L.A. “The house

top-to-bottom residences in the works, as well as a rug collection and wallpaper line, the latter with Mitchell Black.

is a design laboratory, a showroom, and also my West Coast pied-à-terre,” Hunter says. “Basically, it’s my playground.”
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H O N K Y D E S I G N LT D
Honky is a multi-disciplinary, award winning architectural
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DE SI G NE RS

A N D R E A S C H U M AC H E R
INTERIORS

and interior design practice based in London. Founded by

It is with vision, creative insight, and finely tuned experience,

Christopher Dezille (SBID, BIID) in 2001, Honky’s creative team

that Andrea Schumacher Interiors creates sumptuous and

is committed to providing a service with the capability to offer

imaginative interiors for clients that reflect their aspirations,

exceptional design solutions including: Interior architecture,

lifestyles and personalities. Applying their extraordinary ability

Interior design schemes, Finishes specification, Selection and

to bring a mélange of disparate elements together to create

supply of product and Interior styling and installation.

visual harmony, Schumacher and her team combine antiques
and unusual pieces together with more contemporary items to
create a look that is dramatic and unique. The design concepts
are seamlessly executed with incredible attention to detail by
their talented and professional team.
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R I G BY & R I G BY

SHALINI MISRA

Rigby & Rigby consists of a multi-disciplinary studio of

At Shalini Misra Ltd they create global multi award-winning

professionals specialising in ultra-prime residential design.

interior design projects, specialising in luxury interiors for

They are a London based design studio offering its clients

residential developments. The technical and creative range

a complete turnkey solution from concept through to

incorporates prime residential homes and developments,

completion. The expertise extends across property development

high-end offices, boutique hotels, restaurants and exhibition

management, architecture, luxury interior design, construction,

spaces. No matter the scale of the project, for each the company

and private client services to create the most exceptional

crafts an entirely distinct concept and design narrative aligned

properties in the world.

with its clients’ vision, ensuring that no project is ever the same.
Taking a holistic approach, the design philosophy is centred
around fusing old with new, layering lighting, textures and
pattern, while playing with volume. We believe that good design
should have a responsibility to the world it inhabits, choosing
reclaimed wood, eco-friendly paint and antique and vintage
pieces where possible.
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S H E R E E ST U A R T
DESIGN

BLAINEY NORTH

Toronto-based Sheree Stuart Design (“SSD”) has been creating

in interior architecture and the design of luxury environments

distinctive, elegant, and highly personalized interiors for

for five and six-star hotels, exclusive residences and bespoke

over a decade. Winner in the prestigious 2018 and 2019

commercial and retail projects in Australia and around the world.

International Design and Architecture Awards, the 2019

While Blainey’s architectural training enables her to manage

International Property Awards and Finalist in the 2019 Society

the multi-layered aspects of large and complex projects, she is

of Bristish Interior Design Awards, the firm specializes in new

a contemporary thinker tapping into broad cultural references.

builds, renovations and kitchen design. The firm’s emphasis

She has an uncanny ability to push the conceptual boundaries

on client service, custom design, and detailed project and

of design by connecting the worlds of fashion, architectural

budget management reflects Sheree’s background in business

history, visual arts and film to develop a unique, and highly

and interior design. “Clients feel much more comfortable that

relevant, design language.

Blainey North & Associates is a global design firm specialising

I can protect their money and spend it wisely”.
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RW D – R I C K Y WO N G
DESIGNERS

K AT H A R I N E P O O L E Y

Ricky Wong was born in a well-known furniture business

designers working internationally today. Recently named ‘British

family in Hong Kong. Deeply affected by his familial business,

Interior Designer of the Decade’ & ‘International Designer in

he was familiar with furniture art and interior decoration

Asia of the Year’, and ‘Entrepreneur of the Year’, her design ethos

in his childhood. At that time, he has already decided to

is both highly respected and uniquely far-reaching. Katharine

dedicate himself to being a excellent designer. Amongst the

works tirelessly in her philanthropic pursuits. Notable recent

reputed works of Ricky Wong, there are commercial centers,

campaigns have included partnering with the Childhood Trust

hotels，luxury clubhouses and entertainment space and

to aid London’s disadvantaged children in their ‘Decorate a

uncountable numbers of celebrities’ private residences and

Child’s Life’ program.

Katharine Pooley is one of the most sought-after interior

so on. The scope of these projects cover many major cities
such as Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen,
Hangzhou and Xi’an, even in south-east Asian countries. These successful works gained him awards of Gold Key
Award, APIDA Awards, Asian Most Influential Design Award and so on.
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K E L LY W E A R ST L E R

M A R C E L WA N D E R S

Kelly Wearstler, founder and principal of Kelly Wearstler, is

Iconic, provocative, controversial: as a true humanist, Marcel

an American designer creating multi-faceted, experiential

Wanders created more than 1,900 product and interior

residential, hospitality, commercial and retail environments as

design projects. As one of the best interior designers in the

well as expansive collections of lifestyle product designs. With

world, he works with modern and high-end brands such as

the demonstration of provocative concepts and expressive

Baccarat, Cappellini, Kartell, Louis Vuitton, Poliform, and

narratives signature to her extensive body of work, Wearstler

Swarovski. Marcel Wanders is without a doubt a venerated

is internationally recognized with distinctive design awards and

product designer and one of the top interior designers in the

numerous publications. A multi-layered, stimulating sensory

world. According to him, his mission is about to “create an

experience is at the center of Wearstler’s design approach.

environment of love, live with passion and make our most

Through an exploration of materiality, color, forms and an

exciting dreams come true.” All modern interior design projects

intuitive juxtaposition of contemporary and vintage, architectural

created by Wanders have the power to excite, provoke, and

and organic, graphic and instinctual, she curates a wealth of experiences into every space. Wearstler believes that

polarize, but never fail to surprise for its ingenuity, daring and

honoring history, location and architecture is imperative to pushing the boundaries and challenging the rules. “TO

singular quest to uplift the human spirit, and entertain.

MY THINKING THERE is no place for rigidity in DESIGN. A constant evolution is WHAT INSPIRES.”
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Z Z A RC H I T E CTS
ZZ Architects is a Mumbai based design studio powered
by creativity and innovation. As a multidisciplinary
award-winning design firm led by Principal Architects
Krupa Zubin and Zubin Zainuddin, ZZ Architects
expresses their creative works with the emphasis on
“Attention to Detail”.
Known as one of the leading Architectural and Interior
Design Firms in India, ZZ Architects is a wonderful
formation of an extremely passionate group of
Architects, Interior Designers and Graphic Visualizers
who strive constantly to innovate and create amazing
interior design projects.
With a creative and supreme team of over 60 Architects
and Interior Designers, their work incorporates modern
architecture and interior design projects across many
categories and clients spread all around leading cities in
India and also internationally cities.

LUXURY
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K E L LY B E H U N

D I M O R E ST U D I O

The Kelly Behun Studio is an interior design firm based

Founded in Milan in 2003 by Britt Moran and Emiliano Salci,

in New York City that specializes in the design of interiors,

Dimorestudio is a full-service, global architectural and design

furniture and decorative accessories. Founded by Kelly Behun,

studio that spans residential, retail and hospitality projects,

the Studio provides a uniquely hands-on approach producing

in addition to, producing furnishings, textile and lighting

customized environments perfectly tailored to each client’s

designs under the name of Dimoremilano. The 19th-century

needs. Clients are assured a highly personal experience with

location of Via Solferino in Milan’s Brera district is the heart

an emphasis on collaboration and individualized service.

of the business for the 40 plus person team as well as for

Considered an interior designer with the eye of a gallerist,

Dimoregallery, the evocative setting which features a rotating

Kelly’s projects utilize everything from bespoke furnishings

installation of the collection of the great masters of the 20th

and unique designer pieces to offbeat accents and inexpensive

century and contemporary designers, championed by the

vintage finds. The aesthetic relies more on visual and emotional

Gallery. “The word ‘Dimore’ in Italian means dwelling but

appeal than a particular style or provenance. Kelly has deep connections to the art world and is always seeking new

conjures up images of old villas clinging to their aristocratic origins. It lends the name a sense of nostalgia. I think

and innovative ways for clients to integrate art into their homes. Her portfolio includes projects for high profile

it’s our DNA: we take a historical approach to a project to give it some roots, and then we inject it with more of

individuals in the worlds of technology, entertainment, business and politics.

a contemporary feel.” – Britt Moran
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J E A N - LO U I S D E N I OT

I N D I A M A H D AV I

Featured on lists of the world’s preeminent talents in

Since the opening of her studio in 2000, India Mahdavi

architecture and interior design, Jean-Louis Deniot has long

develops through her creations a certain vision of happiness

been in the business of creating atmospheres. His décors are

and colour, in which she never ceases to sustain. India

his playground, spaces where spontaneity and magic are de

Mahdavi has conceived many places, bars, restaurants, retail

rigueur. Recognized for his eclectic and emblematic interiors,

concepts, clubs and hotels from the hotel du Cloitre in Arles

Jean-Louis Deniot plays in a multiplicity of repertoires, letting

or Monte Carlo beach hotel in Monaco, to the gallery at sketch

his academic training translate into a vocabulary that is both

in London or Ladurée in Los Angeles and Tokyo. An architect

informal and bold. Minimalism is not for Jean-Louis Deniot,

and designer, she imposes herself on the contemporary scene

nor is excess. Balance and osmosis is what he creates, offsetting

in a singular, eclectic and nomadic manner, celebrating an

the sometimes rigid facet of architecture with an inmost vision

oriental pop in the west. ‘To conceive a space, I listen to it, I

of refinement, comfort and openness making his creations

analyse its constraints, its needs, and its context. This is how

around the world havens to revel in.

my studio functions; the human scale prevails. I often compare places to faces. I like providing a solution in order
to define, with the client, how to work with all the energy that the space inspires.”
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Francis Sultana is one of the world’s foremost interior and
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CHARLES ZANA
A RC H I T E CT U R E

furniture designers. In 2019 he celebrated the tenth anniversary

For twenty years from Paris to London, via Gstaad, Tel Aviv and Monaco,

of his eponymous studio. The atelier studio is based in St

Charles Zana has shared his taste and expertise in the most beautiful

James’s in the same building as David Gill Gallery, of which

residential and public interiors around the world. In two decades the architect,

Sultana is also Artistic Director. Francis Sultana is the go-to

a graduate of the Beaux-Arts de Paris, has found his voice, forging his style and

interior designer for international collectors, many of whom

axes of influence, on the lookout for discerning clients demanding a unique

have major contemporary art and design collections. Loved for

vision. This vision is above all that of a lover of art, passionate about design,

his unique ability to merge the residential requirements of a

who speaks like an extract from key teachings. Charles Zana demonstrates an

domestic space with often large scale visual art, sculpture and

inexhaustible eloquence when asked to talk about a gallerist’s latest exhibition

installation pieces, his studio is working on projects in the UK

or the great masters of Italian design, from Andrea Branzi to Ettore Sottsass,

and across Europe as well as in China and in the US.

not forgetting Enzo Mari. This passion is his trademark. But to reduce him
to a specialist in Italian design would be a faux pas to be avoided. For each project he has a dual approach. First, that of a rigorous architect
well versed in construction work, seeking comfort, fluid circulations, details, harmony, symmetry and discrete technology, but also capable of
a nod to assimilating, when necessary, the history of places, of appropriating and of revisiting, of magnifying or of “twisting
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ESCAPE FROM SOFA

O I TO E M P O N TO

Escape From Sofa is a Turkish design studio established and

OITOEMPONTO* emerged in 1993 from the perfect alchemy

founded in Istanbul in 2009. Since their creation as recognized

between two strikingly different but terribly complementary

interior and product design team, Escape from Sofa creates high

personalities. It is almost the ideal success story. With Artur

profile solutions with a contemporary design by nurturing the

Miranda’s experience of the world of fashion and design, he set

contextual and modern values of their demographics. Known

himself apart by his decidedly modern vision of decoration, a

as ones of the best interior designers of nowadays, Escape From

clearly marked desire to break with the established codes and

Sofa strive to create rich experiences for their clients and their

dare the most unexpected combinations, while at the same time

market, with their humble approach towards design considering

fostering and developing an innate sense of colour. Jacques Bec

the disparities in a designer’s daily life. As a team of top interior

brings to the duo a refreshing enthusiasm and the French touch,

designers, they enjoy working with new and emerging materials

as well as the precious know-how acquired during his studies at

and technological upgrades. And the most important part: they

the Met de Penninghen graphic arts school in Paris. The result is

believe in simplicity and worship the details when they are

a subtle mixture of the owners’ tastes and the incomparable talent of Jacques Bec and Artur Miranda. Unique places,

creating a modern interior design.

at once refined and convenient to live in, bright and discreet, modern and timeless… A delicately joyous and chic
atmosphere, just like the two designers. *OITOEMPONTO means “eight o’clock precisely” in Portuguese.
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DESIGN
I N T E RV E N T I O N
Design Intervention was established in 2004 and is
helmed by partners Nikki Hunt and Andrea Savage.
Over the past several years we have garnered a multitude
of awards and accolades, at the national, regional and
global levels, across the full spectrum of the design field
including public sector, retail, leisure, architecture, office,
product and residential design.
But their greatest achievement will always be the
creation of environments that put a smile on the faces
of their clients.
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JOSEPH DIRAND

Born in 1970, Achille Salvagni is an Italian interior designer

French Designer Joseph Dirand was always destined to embark in

and the founder of Achille Salvagni Architetti, an architecture

the world of interior design, as his father was the iconic Jacques

and design company, based in Rome, specializing in luxury

Dirand, one of the decor world’s preeminent photographers.

residential projects and interior superyacht design. Besides

Today, Dirand is known as one of the most prominent and

having an interior design studio, Achille Salvagni also has

powerful interior designers of the world thanks to his simplistic

an own collection of modern furniture and lighting and is

yet luxurious designs. Também no copy do Pierre-Yves Rochon,

recognized as one of the top interior designers in Italy.

pf retirar as seguintes frases: “ If you’re looking for interior design
inspiration, One Hundred Edition brings to you some of the
best luxury interior designs from Pierre-Yves Rochon.” + “ Take
a look at some of these creative works and get amazed by the
striking sense of luxury!”
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K E L LY H O P P E N

N AT E B E R K U S

Kelly Hoppen is a world-renowned British top interior

Nate Berkus is a big name in the design industry and is

designer who has found a simple yet opulent style that has

recognized as one of the best interior designers in the world. He

permeated contemporary interior design at every level. As well as

is also an American author with 2 books published, a TV host

designing apartments, houses, and yachts for an ever-expanding

and television personality. He runs the Chicago interior design

international private client list, Kelly Hoppen also assumes

firm Nate Berkus Associates and has been a regularly featured

commercial interior design projects including hotels, restaurants,

guest on The Oprah Winfrey Show, offering modern interior

office spaces, and aircraft interiors. As one of the best interior

design pieces of advice to viewers, as well as coordinating

designers of all time, her home projects are an unbelievable

surprise make-overs for people’s homes. Ever since Berkus’ first

source of luxury interior design ideas that can motivate you to

appearance on The Oprah Winfrey Show in 2002, he has

get great home interiors.

become one of the world’s top interior designers. And since
Nate Berkus established his award-winning interior design firm
at the age of 24, his approachable and elevated philosophy has transformed countless homes around the world
through his design works, home collections, books, television shows, such as The Oprah Winfrey Show and several
media appearances.
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M A R T Y N L AW R E N C E
BULLARD

renowned for his layered interiors and over-the-top parties. The

Famous for his unique range of styles and by his eclectic yet

Virginia-born designer has spent the last 20 years developing

sophisticated interior design projects, Martyn Lawrence Bullard

a business about turning his clients’ dreams into reality. With

is a Los Angeles-based top interior designer who builds and

a team of 50 “magic makers” to help bring his ideas to life, Ken

creates opulent designs celebrating the diverse skill and

Fulk leads a team of architects, designers, branding and event

unique craftsmanship of cultures around the globe. In each

specialists in both San Francisco and New York. The Designer

of these interior design projects, Martyn Lawrence Bullard

has become the curator of lifestyles, not only designing homes,

demonstrates how to bring a sense of luxury and glamour

restaurants and hotels but also choreographing unforgettable

into spaces designed for comfort and modern living. Luxury

weddings, parties and family getaways.

bedrooms, contemporary living rooms, and magnificent
houses: inside of these spaces it is possible to see his ability to
mix a broad range of styles in eclectic, glamorous, yet always
relaxed and comfortable interiors.
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P TA N G S T U D I O

S A R A H L AV O I N E

Established in 1997, PTang Studio quickly became one of

Known as one of the Paris’ best interior designers, Sarah

the best architecture and interior design companies in Asia

Lavoine’s unique design spirit is considered alive, natural and

and it engages in a diverse scope of projects. PTang Studio

energetic. Lavoine has a specific style and the contemporary

philosophy is modest: they believe in getting to basics. They

interior design projects she designs always make us wonder

create spaces bringing out clients the most comfortable

how to add remarkable and extraordinary details in order to

atmosphere by understanding their individual preferences.

produce a relaxing and chic environment, the same way she

Seeking for the finest quality and innovations, developing a

does so effectively. Reference in the field of decoration, Sarah

fresh and unique style that transcends existing boundaries

Lavoine created its Interior Architecture firm in 2002. In ten

and widens the horizon of design in the visionary future is

years, her name has become synonymous with Parisian taste,

their aim. The excellence and quality of work can be reflected

contemporary aesthetics and Craftsmanship of excellence.

from the well-deserved reputation established as a top interior

Sarah Lavoine defended a new art of French living, which,

design company.

combined with her talent passion for color, magnifies living
areas entrusted to it. The young woman also connects personal
creative projects.
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H U M B E R T & P OY E T
Humbert Et Poyet is a stylish pair and an established design
studio since 2008: Emil Humbert is an architect and
Christophe Poyet is an interior designer – both trained in
Paris, they were design and fashion devotees who decided
to use their design skills and creativity tools to provide and
to offer a range of unique design services from construction
to contemporary interior design. Recognized and known as
top interior designers, their modern design projects focus
on elegant and scrupulous plans to create and to produce
timeless spaces using premium materials such as stone, wood,
and bronze. Furthermore, the most significant aspect is to
reflect the client’s personality and respect the soul of the place.

P U B

D I S C OV E R

M O R E

AT

BOCADOLOBO. COM
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G R E G N ATA L E
Pattern, layers and bold colors are just some of the
design tools Greg Natale uses in his extraordinary
interiors. Modern yet classic, opulent yet sophisticated
this exquisite Interior Designer has championed a
unique Australian aesthetic and, yes, the adjective ‘sexy’
does come to mind. Greg Natale has extended his
vision into other design disciplines through successful
collaborations with several notable brands.
He has created rug and carpet collections with Designer
Rugs, wallpaper ranges for Porter’s Paints, three furniture
lines – one with Worlds Away USA, tiles and marble
mosaic collections for Teranova as well as a very
successful range of cushions and soft homewares
launched in 2016.
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ST U D I O P E P E

AMY LAU

From Milan, Studio Pepe is a modern interior design studio

Amy Lau is a contemporary top interior designer and co-founder

founded by Arianna Lelli Mami and Chiara Di Pinto, two

of the Design Miami fair. Known as one of the best interior

top interior designers who believe in the art of creativity.

designers in the planet, Amy Lau has been a featured designer

Studio Pepe was founded through Milan Design Fair in 2006

in Luxe Magazine, New York Spaces, Open House, and HGTV.

and during all these years, the design studio built creative,

Lau was born in Arizona and currently resides in New York

understated, distinctive, bold, contemporary and timeless

City, where she has established her interior design studio: the

interior design projects. The Italian design duo is specialized

Amy Lau Design, located in the West Chelsea art district. She

in interior design, styling, set design, style consultancy, and

also received a degree in Art History and a master’s degree

trend forecasting. Arianna Lelli Marni and Chiara di Pinto’s

in fine and decorative arts from Sotheby’s Graduate program.

signature is courageous use of color. The majority of their

Take a look at some of her interior design projects where

interior design projects have a wide iconographic background

she translates her warm, artistic sensibility into spirited and

and call immediate attention.

meaningful environments.
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TAY L O R H O W E S

PETER MIKIC

Founded in 1993, Taylor Howes design studio is actually one

Born in Australia, Peter Mikic is a London based top interior

of the best interior design firms instituted by the brilliant and

designer with several years of experience in high fashion and

award-winning Karen Howes, who has built up a blue-chip

contemporary interior design projects. Having a unique and

reputation for creating interior design projects of distinction.

strong knowledge of materials, product design and detailing,

Considered as one of the best design inspirations from the

the majority of his projects include private houses and private

United Kingdom, Taylor Howes offers a big range of private

jets in the United Kingdom and abroad. The top interior

clients, hoteliers and property developers. Besides this, the

designer has a passion for sourcing antiques from various

design studio is recognized by its amazing modern interior

periods and countries but he has also designed his own

design projects, especially in London. Also, with a variety of

range of bespoke modern furniture. Besides this, Peter Mikic

contemporary design projects in the Middle East, the South of

is recognized for his funny yet versatile unique designs, his

France and Connecticut, the British design studio has built up

understanding of space, movement and development and his

an enviable reputation across the design industry for artistic

fresh and elegant style.

excellence and for the emphasis it places on engendering
good relationships through its caring service.
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J O N AT H A N A D L E R

CHAMPEAU & WILDE

Best known for his personal modern chic style and recognized

Attention to detail in layouts, space, materials, custom designed

for being a talented artist and a top interior designer, Jonathan

furniture, accessories and fabrics, Champeau & Wilde apply

Adler has a brand and signature stores across the world and

the intangible rules of sophistication à la française to their

creates stylish and glamorous interior design projects. Chic and

work by using the subtle alliance of contemporary and

cheeky, hilarious and prolific, Jonathan Adler sure knows how

classical references while carefully listening to their clients

to bring a wow factor to a room. The top interior designer is

wishes in order to create sophisticated and liveable interiors.

not one to shy away from the bold, his main focus is to create

What matters most to Champeau & Wilde is conveying the

modern furniture and craftsmanship pieces that are timeless,

harmony that will exist between the owners and their home

light, chic, and elegant. Thinking all the time about a strong

once the work is completed. “A home should be a place to

sense of sophistication, his modern interior design projects are

live, not be a cold space or an art gallery. What it should be is

truly a never-ending source of inspiration for any design-lover,

a well-designed, inviting and discretely luxurious space where

and his Instagram account leaves us completely blown away

one feels comfortable living and entertaining”.

and certainly inspired.
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ST U D I O P E R E GA L L I

GERARD FAIVRE

Laura Sartori Rimini and Roberto Peregalli are the minds

Gérard Faivre is a French concept creator of revolutionary art

behind Studio Peregalli. Recognized as Top Interior Designers

homes. The designer conceives fully renovated, ready to live,

in Milan, they reinterpret classical forms and project them

and prestigious apartments for sale. He combines maximum

toward the future. Reviving the glories of the past is something

pleasure with minimum effort. Inspired by the interior decor

architect Laura Sartori Rimini and interior designer Roberto

sets by the Second Empire, Faivre confesses that he imbues

Peregalli do exceptionally well. Whether the assignment

himself with the soul of each property and that each project

is a mansion in London or a riad in Tangier, the partners

is a unique piece of art. Gérard Faivre, recognized as one of

behind the Milan firm Studio Peregalli often start with a rare

the best contemporary interior designers, created the concept

architectural element, usually discovered at an antiques fair or

Gérard Faivre Residence, apartments, and luxury properties

market, that helps to conjure the essence of long ago.

completely renovated, furnished and decorated with fully
integrated hotel services. To create an original work of art,
Faivre imbues himself with the soul of each property. For him,
each site is both a blank canvas and a source of inspiration.
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P AT R I C I A U R Q U I O L A P
Patricia Urquiola is a famous interior designer, architect, and

Lisa Simeone founded Simeone Deary Design Group with Gina

designer born in Oviedo, Spain but living at the moment in

Deary in 2002, stepping outside traditional bounds to build an

Italy. She is internationally renowned as one of the best interior

interior design firm that would prioritize the creative process

designers in the world thanks to her great and creative designs

and inspire collaboration with clients. With more than 30 years

that are suitable for so many interior design projects. She

of experience positioning lifestyle and hospitality brands in the

worked a lot with known modern furniture companies such as

global marketplace, Lisa is renowned worldwide for delivering

Molteni or Boffi. Besides this, Patricia Urquiola has collaborated

high-end luxury and forward-thinking authenticity through

with Achille Castiglioni, Vico Magistretti, and Piero Lissoni

experiential design. As an industry leader, Lisa is sought out

before opening her own studio in Milan in 2001 working on

to direct the design trajectory of highly visible and well-known

product design, luxury furniture, architecture, interiors with a

brands and has led the conceptualization and design direction

contemporary design, installations and concept creation.

of luxury hotels, landmark and adaptive reuse projects, as well as new builds. Her expansive portfolio includes not
only brands, but boutique and celebrity projects in North America, Europe and Asia. Central to this success is Lisa’s
commitment to a collaborative company culture and a passion for developing her staff of designers.
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RICHARD MISHAAN
Born in Colombia, Richard Mishaan started his
professional design career in the offices of Philip Johnson
after receiving a BA from New York University and
attending Columbia University School of Architecture.
As one of the leaders and best interior designers in
New York City, for the past twenty-five years, the top
interior designer has been creating modern interior
design projects where sophistication and luxury lives.
To accomplish this kind of success, Richard Mishaan
prepares and builds every interior design project with
the love he feels for the industry.
Through that massive and continuous learning, he
became one of the best interior designers in the world.
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B + H A RC H I T E CTS

P I E R R E -Y V E S RO C H O N

At B+H they believe in the power of design to transform spaces,

If you’re looking for interior design inspiration, One Hundred

communities, and economies. They enable their clients’ visions

Edition brings to you some of the best luxury interior designs

through customized designs that exceed their business goals

from Pierre-Yves Rochon. Known as one of the best interior

and inspire the people that live, work, heal, play, and learn

designers in France, Pierre-Yves Rochon is an award-winning top

within them. B+H views every challenge as an opportunity for

interior designer for his stunning, marvelous and sophisticated

learning and never lose sight of the people they’re designing

interior design projects. Take a look at some of these creative

for – regardless of the type of development, scale, scope, or

works and get amazed by the striking sense of luxury! Known

geography involved. Their bold design solutions are inspired

to celebrate the rich heritages of his interior design projects,

by the confidence that’s derived from honed insight, active

Pierre-Yves Rochon often preserves their spirit through an

listening, fearless entrepreneurialism, and a collaborative fusion

idiosyncratic and unique design. Designed by him and his

of perspectives. Design performance achieved through constant

talented team, each space is composed of elements drawn from

innovation, accountability, hands-on service, cultivating talent,

each property’s location, culture and history, supported by classic French style and ideals. Traditional and modern

and being a champion for diversity in all its forms – these are

materials, textures and furniture combine to create new interiors that are elegant, engaging and soothing.

the things they value.
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ROCKWELL GROUP

PIET BOON

Founded in 1984 by David Rockwell, Rockwell Group is driven

Piet Boon is one of the most important and iconic designers of

by a deep curiosity about the world. They are driven by design.

our time and belongs to most famous Dutch architects and best

That keeps them open to possibilities. This is the most perfect

interior designers. Together with Karin Meyn his creative director,

and most complete definition of Rockwell Group. Among

this top interior designer leads his own team of designers,

the over a hundred awards, recognitions and nomenees, the

interior designers, and architects, effecting interior architecture

most recent award they received was NYCxDESIGN Awards,

projects with a unique design around the world for a constantly

Winner, Institutional, 2019 with The Shed (Diller Scofidio +

growing group of clients. Besides being a top interior designer

Renfro, Lead Architect, and Rockwell Group, Collaborating

not only in the Netherlands but also internationally, Piet Boon

Architect).

is also a design inspiration, because, during his career, he creates
his own collection of contemporary furniture and home designs
to provide answers and requests and as well, builds modern
interior designs. Take a look at some interior design projects
made by him and by his team!
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C R I ST I N A J O RG E
D E C A RVA L H O

under the marque of Metropolitan Luxury with contemporary

Founded in 2000, Atelier Cristina Jorge de Carvalho -

interior design projects and ideas that inspire every professional

Architecture and Interior Design has signed award-winning

of the area. There could not be two words better suited to

projects that include private residences, hotels, commercial

sit side-by-side and describe his inimitable style, which relies

spaces, among others. The Best Architecture Single Residence

on the perfect balance of classic and contemporary, European

Portugal award for the Housing in the Algarve project and the

and international. In addition to exclusive residential projects

Best Hotel Interior for Europe award for the Altis Prime Hotel

from Curaçao to London, his interior design projects also

project, some of the international awards attributed to the

include superyacht interior design and modern hotels, as well

Atelier. Each project is designed as unique, having the client’s

as commercial interior design works. The top interior designer

personality and lifestyle, as well as the space needs, as the main

consistently exceeds expectations.

inspirations. The coding thread that defines all projects with
CJC signature is based on the balance between clean lines and the intelligent set of volumes, materials and textures.
An eclectic and contemporary approach, where the sobriety of design and comfort find harmony.
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MILES REDD

L U X U R Y A N TO N OV I C H

Miles Redd is one of the best interior designers in the world.

Reflecting the grandeur of the Arabian palaces and narrating

Known by his creative works, he defies labels and brings his

the sophistication of the modern architecture, each unique

own special blend of glamour and wit to every interior design

design that we create becomes a gem of the city’s skyline. The

project, building an amazing and exclusive design. Miles

reputation Luxury Antonovich has built and the position

Redd has created an infectious new design aesthetic, defined

they’ve earned reflects their passion for creativity and superior

by his trademark bold and cinematic approach to glamorous

edge that they stand on, likewise the design studio’s capability

but cozy interiors, and propelled by his no-holds-barred take

to conceptualize the perfect luxury interior styles and exteriors

on an individual, original spaces. This top interior designer

that they’re known for. They understand the value of each

lives for comfort and luxury but relies on a careful balance of

landscape, therefore inculcating the power of urban landscaping

organization and an understanding of a client’s personality.

and excellence through their reat architectural expertise.
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PEPE LEAL
Since 1996, Pepe Leal has established himself as one
of the best interior designers in the world, rising values
of modern interior design and decoration and carrying
interior design projects of great reputation.
The top interior designer has a degree in Art History
and he is passionate about fashion, fine craftsmanship
and unique materials. Inspired by the latest fashion
and design trends, the top Spanish interior designer
believes that bespoke interior design is like a unique
artwork. Known for having the “Midas Touch”,
everything that Pepe Leal designs becomes not just
marvellous, but also very successful.
The majority of his contemporary interior design
projects are modern hotels, luxury restaurants, and
commercial buildings. In each project created by this
top interior designer, it is possible to feel a relaxed and
timeless elegance.
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BUNNY WILLIAMS

P I E R R E YOVA N OV I TC H

Bunny Williams is one of the great interior designers that can

Recognized as one of the best interior designers in the world,

be found on this year’s AD100 list. She opened her interior

Pierre Yovanovitch is a professional who combines the modern

design company in 1988, after over 20 years of working for

with vintage unique details. The top interior designer started his

a decorating studio Parish-Hadley Associates. Bunny has also

career in 1990 with Pierre Cardin on the men’s fashion lines of

launched a collection of furniture and accessories known as

the couture house. After this, he opened his own design studio

Bunny Williams Home (including side tables, lamps, chairs,

and agency – “Pierre Yovanovitch Architecture d’Intérieur”. The

case pieces, upholstery, mirrors, coffee and drinks tables) and

majority of his works are residential, institutional and commercial

since 1991 co-owns a garden furniture and ornament shop in

projects in France, Belgium, Switzerland, England, Israel and the

New York, with antiques dealer John Rosselli, extending her

United States of America. From a five-star luxury hotel in the

love of design to beyond the interiors. Bunny has assembled

heart of Paris to a seventeenth-century chateau in Provence, to a

two highly professional design teams, each headed by an

modern residence in New York and also to the scenography of

accomplished Senior Designer. The Senior Designers and

international exhibitors, each modern design project by Yovanovitch is adapted to its specific place and understood

their teams work with Bunny on clients’ homes throughout

as a wholly original, unique design in lockstep with the characteristics of character and lifestyle of the client.

the United States and abroad.
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CILIEGIO INTERIOR

I N G R AO I N C .

Ciliegio Interior is an amazing design company with a portfolio

Anthony Ingrao and Randy Kemper are the principals of Ingrao

filled with stunning interior design projects where luxury

Inc., an internationally recognized design and architecture firm

seems to be the only rule they follow, as the talented team

focused on both residential and commercial projects. The

defends each project is unique in its own way. According to

company, established in 1982, is comprised of 36 interior

Ciliego Interior “the interior design of an apartment or house

designers and architects, and is based in New York City.

should fully express the individual style of the apartment,

With projects set around the world, Ingrao Inc. has redefined

house, where every smallest detail of the interior of the house

the world of modern luxury by becoming synonymous with

and each object forms its unique image, combining beauty,

refinement, quality and unique style. Their practice involves

functionality, and cosiness”. As one of the premium Design

expert selection and considered relationships between

Studios in Russia, Ciliegio Interior can help you choose and

elements of light, texture, scale, and unexpected materials. The

purchase the optimal interior that will fit into the overall

connection between their interiors and its natural surroundings

concept and style of your home or apartment, and simply

is fundamental in their practice. Ingrao Inc. is widely known

delight your eye.

for private residential projects in New York, Los Angeles, Santa
Barbara, Miami, Palm Beach and Colorado.
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F I O N A B A R R AT T

KRIS TURNBULL

Considered one of the best interior designers in United

Honored as one of the leading Top Interior Designers in the

Kingdom by several awards and publications, Fiona Barratt ‘s

UK, Kris Turnbull is one of the most well-succeded design

success as a professional was born from all the dedication,

professionals with a showroom: a high-end architectural and

experience, creativity and talent: not only from her, but also

luxury interior design studio headquartered in Belfast, Northern

from her own team – the Fiona Barratt Interiors, a recognized

Ireland. The top interior designer established his design studio

design studio that produces and builds strong laces with their

in 2007 and positioned it as one of the most admired design

clients during all the artistic process and modern interior design

houses internationally. For Turnbull, the interior design can be

construction. Defined by bold and balanced silhouettes with

an eclectic harmony between different periods of time, style

elaborate finishes, the top interior designer’s signature style

and design. For this reason, he is influenced by a combination

blends sophisticated neutrals interlaced with bursts of accent

that can “vary between classical textiles and modern lifestyle to

color. Although this more modern theme remains core to her

create the ultimate living environment”.

interior design projects, Fiona Barratt usually experiments with
antiques, particularly 20th century fine art pieces.
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DRAKE/ANDERSON

P AT R I C I A B U S T O S

Founded by renowned Interior Designers, Jamie Drake and

Patricia Bustos Studio was founded with a very clear calling to

Caleb Anderson, the New York-based Design Studio Drake/

create unique, innovative things, to always add value and with

Anderson is famous for creating luxury and refined projects

creativity and beauty as its maxims where design is concerned.

that result in sophisticated pied-à-Terre interiors. All of their

The studio engages in interior design projects for private

Luxury Interiors feature the unique vision of both Interior

homes, hotels, restaurants, offices and shops. It publishes its

Designers. Drake is considered as one of the first designers

projects in the most prestigious interior design magazines and

to popularize Modernism in Interior Design, beginning in

garnered the CasaDecor 2018 awards for the “Best Space” and

the 1980s. On the other hand, Anderson is lauded for his

for the “Most Photographed Space”. The studio’s aesthetic

layered approach to interiors and the confidence with which

propositions are always thrilling, bright and cutting edge;

he juxtaposes a variety of historical periods from the design

inspired by the past but also forward looking. The Milanese

continuum.

avant-garde, mid-century modern, the crazy 60s and Sottsass’
Memphis style are just some of the aesthetic benchmarks
alluded to in its projects.
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M A R I SA G A L LO

JULIE CHARBONNEAU

The Interior Designer Marisa Gallo has the certification of

Julie Charbonneau specializes in deluxe Interior Design

architecture and interior design by IADE. For more than

Projects with a versatile and authentic approach to artistry.

20 years, Marisa has searched for something different and

Headquartered in Downtown Toronto and Old Montréal,

passionate and has now been selected to be part of this

Julie Charbonneau provides full-service offerings for an elite

list. She has created a unique style that shows elegance and

clientele internationally. She transforms architectural spaces

timeless design. The team is specialized in the creation of

through the art of deluxe interior design using baroque

spaces of residences and commercial areas in Spain and in

materials from around the globe. The interior designer is

Latin America. The permanent contact with the client is a

an artist of her craft. Specializing in deluxe Interior Designs

fundamental practice for Interiorisimo. The personalized

Projects, her hands-on approach and devotion to detail are

attention and the exhaustive care of details are aspects in

a testament to her artistic ingenuity. Inspired by luxurious

which Marisa Gallo puts a special emphasis, making her the

antiques with a unique design, top-quality fabrics, natural

interior designer worldwide she is. The dialogue with the client

finishes, and original pieces, her masterful design work

is constant from beginning to end.

embodies the authenticity of skilled artisanship.
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A P P L E G AT E T R A N
INTERIORS
The award-winning team of Vernon Applegate and Gioi
Tran combines over 20 years of Interior Design practice.
With projects all over the United States and Asia,
Applegate Tran Interiors is one of the most lavish,
powerful, and creative design studios in the United
States right now. In their attention to all details when
they grab an Interior Design Project, they not only focus
on interior design, but they include all the interior
architecture of the spaces, blending them together
and creating the most brilliant room modern design
decorations.
This is particularly evident in this extravagant design
project they recently completed in San Francisco.
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ST U D I O J O B

JEFF ANDREWS

Based in Antwerp and the Netherlands, Studio Job is a design

Jeff Andrews, an internationally celebrated top interior designer,

studio and duo founded by Job Smeets and Nynke Tynagel.

creates sophisticated and contemporary interiors for families

As pioneers of contemporary conceptual and sculptural art,

and celebrities alike. As one of the best interior designers, he

Studio Job combes traditional and modern techniques to

is skilled at pushing creative boundaries in ways that respect

produce once-in-a-lifetime objects and sculptural furniture

and redefine traditional design aesthetics. His innovative and

that shares little with the reigning aesthetic of minimalism

refreshing approach makes him one of the most sought-after

and sparseness. Studio Job, a groundbreaking art and design

interior designers in the industry, and his ability to visualize and

studio based in Antwerp, Amsterdam, and Milan, offers a

interpret the needs of a diverse range of clients is unmatched.

diverse variety of craftsmanship pieces made by traditional

The top interior designer has a long and exclusive list of celebrity

craftspeople such as sculptors and specialists in casting bronze

clients – Ryan Seacrest, Michael C. Hall, Kris Jenner, Kourtney

and making stained-glass windows and hand painting, work

Kardashian, Lamar, and Khloe Odom. Recognized for creating

alongside experts’ adept in using lasers and 3D printing.

and building marvelous interior design projects where beauty, comfort, and livability live, Jeff Andrews offers a special
concept of high design: his contemporary interior design projects are symbols of quality, function and all of them are
designed and executed with the most aesthetically pleasing elements and modern amenities.
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C E L I A S AW Y E R

SA S H A B I KO F F

Any design-lover recognizes Celia Sawyer as one of the best

Sasha Bikoff, a recognized professional for her well-adjusted

interior designers in the world: about this, there are no doubts!

understanding of design, perfect execution, and technical knowhow

Celia Sawyer is a top interior designer from the United Kingdom,

sculpted from her massive worldly exploits and experiences. The

and during her marvelous career, she became in an inspiration

top interior designer’ style is influenced by the multicultural

to many. As a British top interior designer, she is taking over

flavors of her hometown, New York City, and from her experiences

the contemporary design world with her knowledge, attention

traveling abroad: for this reason, in this article, you can discover

to detail and passion. Celia Sawyer is certainly one of the best

some of her most creative and stunning interior design projects!

interior designers of our times. Born in London, she started to

Sasha Bikoff studied at George Washington University and the

design residential properties in London. Almost twenty years

American University in Paris with a background in Fine Arts and

ago, she founded her company her own design studio – Celia

Art History. Her aesthetic creates unique design projects inspired

Sawyer Interior Architecture and Design – which claims a

by the 18th century French Rococo mixed with 1960s Space Age

portfolio across the globe. Further to her successful interior design business, Celia Sawyer Is British TV personality

Modern, 1970s French Modernism and 1980s Italian Memphis Milano, which she implements with bright and colorful

and a stunning businesswoman, interior designer, and a dealer through her company and her TV show.

fabrics and erratic antiques: all her contemporary interior design projects are a huge combination that highlights the best
of the best from the coveted aesthetics of New York, the Hamptons, Miami, Palm Beach, and Palm Springs.
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AB CONCEPT

PETER MARINO

Founded in 1999 by the hands of Ed Ng and Terence Ngan, a

Any design professional or any design-lover recognizes this name:

designer and an architect team who built and created a strong

Peter Marino, one of the best interior designers and top architects

impact in the world of contemporary design. From Asia, this

in the world. From the United States of America, he founded

design studio has as biggest clients the world’s leading principal

in 1978 the Peter Marino Architect PLLC, a globally praised and

hoteliers, exclusive developers, and modern restaurants.

known architecture, planning and design studio that, at moment,

Combining architectural accuracy with bespoke craftsmanship

has a lot of offices around the United States of America in

to produce interior design projects of high quality, AB Concept

big cities like Miami and Philadelphia. Peter Marino’s modern

is one of the most remarkable and known design studios on

design is inspired in this faith related to harmony between the

the planet. In each interior design project, AB Concept put

co-existence of contemporary architecture and unique interior

passion: that’s why they have become one of the principal

design: his personal aesthetic philosophy. During his career, the

luxury design studios because they inspire and surprise. Their

top interior designer built numerous private residences, luxury

stunning work is characterized and defined by the particular attention to every single detail, marvelous personal

hotels, expensive stores around the world, including London,

touch and also, by the presence of fine craftsmanship pieces with a unique design.

Paris, New York, and Palm Beach.
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ST U D I O M U N G E

ARRCC

Founded by the Italian top interior designer Alessandro

ARRCC is one of the most famous design studios in

Munge, the Studio Munge is a design studio based in Toronto

Africa! Based in Cape Town, ARRCC specializes in interior

that has established a reputation for masterful storytelling

architecture, interior design and décor that redefines laid-back

through unique design. With a marvelous experience of

luxury. Even though its main market is Africa, ARRCC has a

experiences imagining and creating striking modern interior

global footprint since it applies its distinctly refined design

design projects, each creative work built by Studio Munge is a

sensibility to residential, hospitality, and leisure interiors

result of their inspiration and passion. The inquisitive nature

around the world. Over the years, ARRCC has showcased the

and quest for the perfect solution have driven Studio Munge

unique ability to create smart spaces and authentic emotive

onto the international stage. All these contemporary interior

experiences with every budget possible, after all ARRCC has

design projects are a great example of that.

been demonstrating new ways of design living that are at once
delightfully surprising and unmistakably innate.
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HIRSCH BEDNER
A S S O C I AT E S
Hirsch Bedner Associates Or Simply HBA is an
international hospitality design firm headquartered in
Santa Monica, California.
With offices all around the world, HBA is considered
to be a leading force within the hotel design industry. In
fact, HBA is now considered to be the largest Hospitality
Design firm in the world.
For this reason, HBA remains deeply concerned to the
pulse of changing Industry Trends, which is governed by
today’s sophisticated traveler.
HBA’s International Presence and depth of experience
enables them to identify interior design trends at their
source, make predictions about new directions and
influence design standards worldwide.
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P H I L I P P E S TA R C K

FRANÇOIS CHAMPSAUR

Philippe Starck is a Top Interior Designer and an internationally

François Champsaur was born in Marseille and is recognized

applauded French creator. As an untiring and rebellious

for being one of the best interior designers of his generation.

citizen of the world, Philippe Starck became famous since the

Influenced by his Mediterranean roots, during his marvelous

start of his career in the 80s for his interior design projects,

career, he builds stunning interior design projects with the

architectural developments and creative designs including

spirit of space featuring luxury furniture pieces with a modern

modern furniture and fine art pieces that have simple but

design. Craftily playing with light and volume to balance the

inventive structures. This French interior design’s style could

space design, François Champsaur’s contemporary design and

be described as a Contemporary Design. Recognized as one

style were combined with the choice of fabrics and stylish

of the best interior designers in the world, Philippe Starck

objects to enhance a sensation of well-being and intimacy.

is interested in bright color, quirky shapes and the use of

As a recognized top interior designer and architect, François

unusual materials. Many of his modern interior designs can

Champsaur plays with contrasts, lights, colors, materials, and

be identified by his repeated use of particular shapes and forms. Furthermore, all the art décor interiors that he

advocates fine craftsmanship.

creates tend to look curvaceous and are smoothly textured. Take a look at some of his interior design projects and
get inspired by his artistic irreverence!
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AMY HILL DESIGNS

YA B U P U S H E L B E R G

Serene, calm, safe. Your home should be your sanctuary where

George Yabu and Glenn Pushelberg founded Yabu Pushelberg

you feel content and comfortable. Amy Hill strives to make

Studio more than 30 years ago. With Studio in Toronto and

your home a favorite destination, a sanctuary or an oasis where

New York and current projects in over 16 countries, it is one

you can relax, recharge and spend quality time with friends and

of the globally leading studios. George and Glenn, as one of

family, and the rooms she designs reflect a warmth, conviviality

the best interior designers in the world, continue to lead and

and welcoming spirit. Amy Hill Designs is a full-service home

inspire the team of highly experienced architects and designers

décor and interior design firm, based in Southampton, New

around them and harnessing the creative designs and original

York, known for a bright and calm look that’s both livable

potential of each member in their team. Working increasingly

and luxurious. They handle everything from construction to

with contemporary design projects and with some of the

accessorizing, and focus on details, texture and scale. Amy

world’s leading innovators in the retail, hotel and hospitality

values the importance of a budget, the need for durability and

industries. The work of these top interior designers reflects

a desire to want nothing less than a beautiful home for family and friends to enjoy. With clean lines and subtle

brainy space planning and an edited method that transcends

sophistication, Amy Hill’s decorating philosophy resonates with unmistakably chic but functional design, which

design trends.

results in an unique ambiance of beauty.
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RAFAEL DE CÁRDENAS

THIERRY LEMAIRE

Once described as “a renaissance man with an intrinsic sense

Thierry Lemaire is a French architect and interior designer who

for color”, Rafael De Cárdenas is an architect and interior

has been opened up his horizons and enriched his palette

designer who, in his own eclectic way, has redefined the modern

to create his distinct style that today, draws him towards the

interior, after an architecture education at UCLA. Known for

interior and furniture design in France and all around the

his edgy and geometric and luxurious design, Cardenas began

world. His signature style is about sculptural and oversized

his career in fashion, working for Calvin Klein before moving

pieces, brilliantly luxurious, a sense of glamour pushed to

into production design and finally founding Architecture at

the extreme, a vision of luxury that is ultra-comfortable in

Large in 2006. Born in Cuba and raised in Manhattan Rafael

the spirit of the 1970s. Modern architect. One of the best

De Cárdenas neon fingerprints have been everywhere, from

interior designers. Focused on the aesthetic. Thierry Lemaire

the Op Art-inspired alternative art spaces he designed in New

is the perfect combination of these three definitions. For the

York, Miami, Athens and beyond for OHWOW gallery, to

past twenty years, Lemaire has magnificently created amazing

interiors for the lovers of Parker Posey and Jen Brill. In the spring of 2011, the interior designer released with New

settings of deluxe apartments and private houses. In addition

York’s Johnson Trading Gallery his first collection of furniture – geometric armoires, benches, and consoles, all

to his love for the 20th and 21st century decorative arts, he

built around the rotation, mirroring, and multiplication of shapes.

also strives to showcase contrasts.
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R YA N KO R B A N

GILLES AND BOISSIER

Recognized as one of the best interior designers, the young Ryan

Patrick Gilles and Dorothée Boissier are recognized as Gilles Et

Korban was born in Philadelphia. After having been graduated

Boissier, a famous French design studio internationally known

from The New School in New York, Ryan Korban decided to

for their creative works. Patrick Gilles and Dorothée Boissier

start a career in interior design. Since this decision, his unique

are opposites that attract: happily, engaged in constant, creative

aesthetic has been an inspiration for many others throughout

disagreement, together as Gilles Et Boissier find inspiration:

the past decade. Finding inspiration in classics like Monet and

more, it’s exactly this continual and perpetual design game of

Helmet Newt, Ryan Korban’s unique design aesthetic can be

verbal and mental ping-pong that gives form to their ideas.

described as “a mix of luxury, old-world romance and urban

Since 2004, they have designed a variety of contemporary

cool”. And it’s by mixing all these styles together that the

interior design projects from residential to hospitality projects,

designer has been creating “seductive, wondrous spaces”, trying

luxury hotels, and modern restaurants. Partners in life and in

to redefine traditional design.

design, each one has a specific role and style, but together they
form a unified whole as Gilles & Boissier, designing some of
the most exclusive, inspiring and unique design projects where
sophistication meets modernity.
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O KSA N A SA L B E RG / O 2
DESIGN
One of the most well-known Russian interior designers,
in 2003 started her degree in the Stroganov Moscow
State University of Industrial and Applied Arts, which
she ended six years later.
From that moment Oksana Salberg-Vachnadze began
her professional career as an interior designer and a
master of modern design in this field. Launched in 2005
by Oksana Salberg Vachnadze, O2 Design Moscow is
been working on residential projects in Moscow, St.
Petersburg and many more!
Featuring passion, fun, and style studio creates projects
with wonderful combinations of colors. This modern
apartment is located in the central district of Moscow
city. The 160,7 m2 apartment, inspired by the French
minimalistic style, has a bright color palette and bold
pattern choices, which highlight the lines of the furniture
and lighting in every room!
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LAURA GONZALEZ

K I N G STO N L A F F E R T Y

At 37 years old, the top architect Laura Gonzalez is already

Founded in 2010 by award-winning designer Róisín

well-known for working her magic across Paris, and for the

Lafferty, Kingston Lafferty Design quickly made its mark as

past two years has been spreading her artistic wings overseas,

a respected interior architecture and design agency across

impressing her unique design style on some interior design

Ireland and Europe. Through their work they create spaces

projects in modern restaurants, marvelous bars, luxury hotels,

with feeling, meaning and character. Spaces where beauty can

and contemporary stores. With touches in Lapérouse, Hotel

be appreciated but the realities of everyday life are facilitated.

Christine, the Brasserie La Lorraine, and the Cartier stores in

They build brands and design graphics to enhance spaces and

Paris, 2019 September Edition’s Maison & Objet – Designer of

further impact the overall experience. 2018 was an incredible

The Year is an intrinsic eye to modern design and no one can

year for Kingston Lafferty Design and Róisín Lafferty, the

deny it. The top French architect Laura Gonzalez has a been

most successful yet. Not only did Róisín win Image Interiors

branching around the interior and furniture design world and

& Living Interior Designer of the year award, but her design

is now establishing a brand for herself and her keen eye style.

for Pot Bellied Pig restaurant won at the Restaurant and Bar
Design Awards, while the design for The Vaults Parlour won
the Fit Out Award – Retail.
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PHILIPP MAINZER

J O RG E CA N E T E

Philipp Mainzer works internationally on commercial, residential

Genevan of Catalan and Andalusian origin, Jorge Cañete is a

and cultural projects providing full architectural, interior and

Swiss top interior designer and the most perfect example of a

exhibition design as well as furniture design services for both

person and professional who has a multicultural background.

the public and private sector. Committed to a consistent and

With a career in luxury products and an exquisite sense

progressive conceptual approach, the work is inspired by the

of beauty, Cañete decided to express his creativity in 3D

dynamic interaction of diverse cultures and disciplines. With

through interior design. He founded the INTERIOR DESIGN

a focus on a high level of quality and authenticity, the diverse

PHILOSOPHY studio, where an ultra-personalized approach

team of architects and designers develops original concepts

suggests creating projects that are inspired by the environment,

with refined aesthetics and the required functionality. The

by the location itself, as well as the client’s personality.

partnership with modern furniture brand e15 effects synergies,

Recognized as the “Interior Designer of the Year Award” in

extending the boundaries of traditional architecture.

2014, Jorge Cañete is one of the best interior designers who
managed to make a mart within the industry thanks to both
his talent and his philosophy.
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S T O N E H I L L & TAY L O R
A RC H I T E CTS

every aspect of interior design. For over 30 years, they have

Stonehill Taylor is a hospitality-focused architecture and interior

been elevating the visions of their clients’ best lived lives. They

design firm, based in New York City. For each project, the firm

strive to deliver their clients an unparalleled design experience

seeks out the essence of the location and the client’s vision for a

through their collaborative, considered and responsive

unique and inspired approach. The firm’s high-profile portfolio

approach, resulting in the effortless, comfortable spaces that

ranges from interior design and renovation, to new building

are the hallmark of the brand. Pembrooke & Ives has been

construction, adaptive reuse and historic preservation projects,

named by Architectural Digest one of the “Top 100” interior

including: Ace Hotel New York, The St. Regis New York, TWA,

design firms in the United States and has received multiple

The Asbury Hotel, InterContinental Barclay, Park Terrace Hotel,

awards for our work, such as Showboat’s “Best Retrofit of the

The Whitby, and Paramount Hotel’s Diamond Horseshoe.

Year” and Mountain Living’s “Home of the Year” for our work

Stonehill Taylor is at the forefront of innovative and award-

on a private residence in Aspen.

winning sustainable design, developing projects like The Crosby Street Hotel, The NoMad Hotel, and Portland’s Press
Hotel that are conscious of their impact on local communities and the world.
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A L B E R TO P I N TO
ST U D I O S

B R E N DA N WO N G

Eclectic, Luxury details and refinement are some of the

throughout Australia, London and Paris. With a Bachelor of

keywords that define Cabinet Alberto Pinto, an amazing and

Interior Design and a Masters of Interior Architecture, he was

luxurious Interior Design agency based in France. Under

honored to be the recipient of a Fellowship to the Design

Linda Pinto’s management after the passing of her legendary

Institute of Australia in 2013. Interior Designer Brendan

father, the famed interior designer Alberto Pinto, the Cabinet

Wong has earned himself a rock-solid reputation in all the

Alberto Pinto is marked by various cultural influences that let

right circles. From gracing the pages of our finest interior

traditional and modern meet in harmony and adapts as much

design magazines to gloriously transforming some of Sydney’s

to intimate rooms as to larger spaces.

most luxurious and enviable residences, his unmistakable

Brendan Wong has twenty years industry experience working

trademarks of attainable decadence and princely sophistication
have brought untold joy to many a creative, discerning and
property-owning eye.
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S A R A STO R Y
Born in Japan and raised in Singapore and Texas, Sara Story

One of the best product designers and modern architects that the

is actually one of the best interior designers in the world.

world knew was Zaha Hadid. She was born in Baghdad in 1950,

Recognized for her creative works, she knows perfectly how to

educated in England and Beirut and studied Architecture at

marry design influences. Sara Story is also the founder of the

London’s Architectural Association. She established her practice

design studio and firm seamlessly mixes styles and textures

in 1989 with Zaha Hadid Architects (ZHA), an avant-garde

for living environments that feel polished but never precious.

project that works to operate on the fringes of convention

According to the top interior designer: “A room needs to be

and to build ways of alternative culture, with the ambition to

a place you can hang out, where the leather gets worn in and

build was never be absent. Her antagonistic geometric designs

you’re not frightened to put down a drink.” Drawing inspiration

are characterized by a sense of fragmentation, instability, and

from her background and wide travels, Sara Story launches

movement. Recognized as Dame, Zaha Hadid was a pioneering

her own line with contemporary design. Since founding her

architect and top product designer who rethought the way

design studio, the top interior designer has forged a reputation

buildings and products are shaped with no straight lines and

for reporting to all her interior design projects an inexpressible

modern design details.

style she can truly call her own.
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K AT E R I N A
L A S H M A N OVA
Katerina Lashmanova is an interior designer from
Moscow that has been making waves on a worldwide
scale. Inspired by modern classic concepts, Katerina
Lashmanova is all about comfortable spaces, beautiful
color palettes, and harmonious shapes.
Lashmanova is one of a kind storyteller of luxury interior
design that just delights anyone with her interiors. With
an outstanding portfolio, this Russian designer brings
alive charming Interior Design Projects that make us
want to get up from our chairs and leave.
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